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This is not going to be a traditional review.
‘Monster Hunter: World’ is much too
dense a game to fully review in less than

week. So as a compromise, I thought a first im-
pressions sort of take would be more satisfac-
tory. ‘Monster Hunter’ got its first PC release
this week after being regulated to the handheld
and console market for over a decade. It has
had a rocky introduction to say the least. Cus-
tomer reviews on Steam are pretty divisive due
to numerous bugs and issues while fans are di-
vided if the overall quality of the game trumps
these technicalities facing this PC port.
Whether these reviews are justified and how
much it should affect your purchasing decision
is what I hope to convey with this piece. 

This is the first ‘Monster Hunter’ game I’ve
ever played. I was only faintly aware of the
franchise before its major E3 announcement
but after that first trailer came out, I was in-
stantly hooked. So after over a year of self-in-
flicted hype (that went so far that I
pre-ordered the game, the only time I’ve done
so) did the title live up to my lofty expecta-
tions? Yes, very much yes. 

I’m an experienced RPG gamer. I’ve played
a variety of them - everything from top-down
to turn based to rogue-likes. But even with that
experience, the first couple hours of ‘World’
overwhelmed me. The story was simple enough
to follow but the game-play mechanics were a
load to take in. This is the fifth entry in the main
‘Monster Hunter’ series and was build from the
ground-up with the notion to appeal and widen
their fan base. In most cases, this would mean
that the devs are deciding to “dumb-down” or

“streamline” the mechanics but not here...at
least that’s what the newcomers think. Old
hunters say everything from the combat to the
extensive crafting system has been made easier
to accommodate new players but even with that
in mind - there is a lot to get the hang off. But
it was in this process of understanding the
game where I grew to love it.  

Draw your weapon 
Let’s start with the combat. The closest and

most relatable comparison to it would be ‘Dark

Souls’ but with combos - many, many combos.
The tutorial like pretty much every tutorial in
the game is barebones and minimal. They get
the main points across and it is acceptable be-
cause of that but some things simply cannot be
explained in a 10 second video clip. This is es-
pecially prevalent in the weapons training area. 

Weapons are the bread and butter of the
‘Monster Hunter’ experience and there are 14
different ones to choose from. You start with
the base version of each one which can be ei-
ther a fantastic or foolish decision depending

on your prior time spent with these types of
games. The weapons themselves are too loosely
explained and the tooltips teach you only half
or less than half of their full potential. Unlocking
this potential is not only about learning combos
which aren’t too hard to execute on their own.
The challenge comes from understanding a
weapons weight, the timings of certain swings
and of course getting the hang of the monster’s
move-set as well.  Getting to a point of ade-
quate weapon use takes time but like almost
everything in this game - the patience you have
with it pays off tremendously. Not only will you
get used to your starting weapons, you’ll find
picking up new weapons you haven’t used be-
fore become much easier. I was amazed at how
fun almost all the weapons were. I wanted to
build a more agile, fast moving character and all
the weapons that encourage this were great
and varied. It’s a fantastic combat system that
rewards tactical combo use and environmental
knowledge. It’s a bit tough to handle at first but
give it time and you’ll be swimming in monster
hides in no time. 

Skinning and winning 
The crafting system is another beast entirely.

Skill trees, armor upgrades, ammo crafting, po-
tion crafting and trap crafting are all important
in the hunt in some capacity or the other. The
crutch comes from the fact that different craft-
ing recipes use similar ingredients. Fire herbs
for example can be used to make different
types of ammo or arrow coatings. They can also
be used in barrel traps and certain potions. This
is a more straight-forward example because
you can tell just from the name - fire makes
things go boom. There are also a vast number

‘Monster Hunter: World’ 
A towering achievement of game

design and world-building


